INTRODUCTION
Response-biased data are common in epidemiology, field reliability and other areas. A familiar example is when an individual from some finite population 3 is observed, and a response variable Ti and covariate Zi measured, if and only if Ti satisfies some condition. Although the ideas presented apply more generally, we will focus here on the situation where Ti represents a lifetime or response time of some sort. There is also a truncation or censoring time XY7 associated with each individual, and individual i in YP is observed, and Ti, ,-7, Zi are obtained, if Ti < 9-I. For individuals with Ti > 97 none of Ti, ,-7 or Zi are available, but we consider the possibility of obtaining supplementary information on (,-', Zi) values for such individuals, as described later. Our interest is in estimating the distribution of T given Z = z or, slightly more generally, the distribution F(t Iz, z) of T given Z = z and -= -for the process which generates the population data.
A comment on terminology may be helpful. If no supplementary information is available and we know only about the individuals with Ti < .-' then the data are usually called truncated and the C-7's are referred to as truncation times, e.g. Woodroofe (1985) , Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1989) . If data on individuals with Ti > gi are available, however, we usually refer to the 9-7's as censoring times. In this paper the number of individuals with Ti > 97 is assumed known, but not necessarily the X7 or Zi values. Nevertheless, it seems more accurate to refer to the 9Y7's as censoring times, and we shall do this here. Problems falling into this framework arise in epidemiology and field reliability. For example, for cases of childhood diabetes in a population the age at onset Ti and covariates Zi may be routinely obtained. For any individual in the population there will be a censoring time, i.e. age, zi: if the individual is born into the population at calendar time di and the current calendar time is D, then zi = min(D -di, wi), where wi represents the age at withdrawal of the individual from the population due, for example, to migration, death, or leaving the age group under study. Individuals who migrate into the population after birth also create a truncation time on the left; the methods in the paper may be extended to deal with this but we will ignore it in what follows. Similar problems arise with the estimation of a failure time distribution from warranty or field return data on manufactured items. Suppose an item is sold at calendar time di and covered by a warranty or field return scheme which ensures that a failure occurring before time di + W is reported. If we consider the population of items sold by time D, then the time T1 to failure for item i is observed, and covariates Zi measured, if and only if T7 < zi, where zi = min(D -di, W).
If the only information available is the observed values (T7, X7, Zi ) = (ti, ,i, zi) for individuals in the population who satisfy ti < -i, inferences about the parameters 0 in a parametric specification F(t I 0; -, z) may be uninformative, e.g. Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1988a , 1989 . However, if the population size M is known at least approximately and if supplementary information about the distribution of Y and Z in 3 is available, then much more precise inference about 0 may be possible. This has been explored in a number of specific contexts. Suzuki (1985a Suzuki ( , b, 1987 Suzuki ( , 1993 Suzuki ( , 1995 , and K. Suzuki and T. Kasashima, in an unpublished University of Electro-Communications Department of Communications and Systems Engineering, Japan report 'Estimation of lifetime distribution from incomplete field data with different observational periods', have considered supplementary random sampling of unfailed items in connection with industrial field failures when there are no covariates, and Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1988a, b) presented extensions to deal with covariates. Related problems have been considered for categorical responses by Hsieh, Manski & McFadden (1985) , Wild (1991) and others who use information on population stratum sizes to supplement case-control or choice-based samples, and by Jewell (1985) and others in connection with response-biased sampling in regression. Prentice's casecohort design (1986) in epidemiology, whereby response time and covariate information on 'cases', i.e. all individuals with failure or response times ti satisfying ti <, -u, are supplemented by information on all individuals in a randomly selected cohort, is similar.
The current paper deals with a general framework where the distribution F(tl 0; -c, z) of T given Y = -and Z = z is specified parametrically, and our interest is in estimating 0, but the distribution of 9Y and Z is treated nonparametrically. We consider two important types of supplementary information about Y and Z: (i) follow-up sampling of unfailed, i.e. nonresponding, individuals; (ii) separate survey information. Pseudo likelihood methods which extend those of Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1988a, b) are presented for estimating 0, and we demonstrate the gains in efficiency achieved by using supplementary information. The paper is organised as follows. In ? 2 we present pseudo likelihood estimating functions based on truncated data and supplementary information. Implementations of the methods are given for the two types of supplementary information mentioned above. Section 3 gives asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators, and estimates of their asymptotic variances. Section 4 presents simulation results that show finite sample properties and address the adequacy of asymptotic approximations from ? 3. An application of the methodology to some automobile warranty data is discussed in ? 5. Section 6 gives concluding remarks.
ESTIMATING FUNCTIONS WITH SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Consider a population 9k of known size M, and suppose that (ti, -i, zi) (i = 1, . . . , M) arise as a random sample from a distribution with joint probability density function f(tIO;z,z)dGQu,z) (t>O, (z,z)evI).
(1)
Usually T and 9T are independent given Z but sometimes, for example when there is a trend in response times over calendar time in the examples of ? 1, we may wish to allow for dependence. Consequently we retain this in our notation for the density f(t I 0; z, z) of T given the censoring time -and a q-vector of covariates z, which we assume is specified up to a p-vector of parameters 0. The function G(u, z) is an arbitrary cumulative distribution function of (9, Z) with range a c q + 1. Our main interest is in estimation of 0, while treating G(u, z) nonparametrically, since a model for G(u, z) is often hard to specify. Denote the cumulative distribution function of T given (-, z) by F (t I0; r, z) =pr (T t lt, z; 0), and the survivor function by As illustrated in Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1988a) and Hu & Lawless (1996) , the likelihood function (2) can be uninformative about 0 when m/M is small. Information about the number of unobserved items M -m and their (u, z) values is in that case very valuable, and we now consider such information.
We now consider an approach which provides estimating functions for 0 based on C91, 92 and different types of supplementary data. If the values of (zi, zi) were known for the individuals in 92, we could use the familiar censored data likelihood 
This is equivalent to estimating the component of log+L (0) that has missing values of i4 and zi. We may then estimate 0 by solving PS{0; W(0)} = 0; implementation and variance estimates are described in ? 3. The function (4) may be termed a pseudo score or an estimated score function in the terminology of Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1988a, b) . The idea has been used previously in various contexts, e.g. Suzuki (1985a) , Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1988a, b) , Pepe & Fleming (1991) , Pepe (1992) and Reilly & Pepe (1995) . We consider two approaches to obtaining supplementary data, and thus estimating W(0). One approach (Suzuki, 1985a, b; Kalbfleisch & Lawless, 1988a) is to sample randomly some individuals in (2, and observe their zi and zi values. Let Yf denote the supplementary sample. We consider here a simple random sample without replacement of nf = pf(M -m) items from the M -m ones with ti> zi; pf is a prespecified constant. This is the most frequently-used scheme, but the methods below may also be adapted to other schemes.
The term W(0) is the population total in BP for the variate a log F(u I 0; u, z)/00. Thus, W(0) is taken here as
The resulting estimating function (4) is a generalisation of the derivative of the pseudolog-likelihood (3.2) in Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1988a) . By defining Rli = I(i ae S*) and R2= I(i E f ) for i = 1, . . . , M and rewriting (4) as PS{ 0); Wf )} = E Rli a logf (ti I 0; -i, zi) + R2i a log F(ci I 0; Ti, zi) (6)
it is seen that PS{f0; Wff(0)} has expectation zero under model (1) and the supplementary sampling scheme. As outlined in ? 3, it provides consistent estimation of 0. The second approach is to obtain information about the distribution of (z, z) from a random sample that may or may not be independent of the failure data. Suppose that (-rj, zj) for j E S?' is a random sample from G(-u, z) with size nS = psM. Often fS will be selected from Y but, if there is a process which generates the (zi, zj)'s in ) and other similar data, it may be possible to obtain a supplementary sample that is independent of Y'. In either case we take W(0) in (4) 
we see that PS{0; W1I(0)} has expectation zero under (1) and the supplementary sampling scheme. As shown in ? 3, it provides consistent estimation of 0. Estimates 0 are obtained by solving PS(0; lV(O)} = 0. We have used Newton's method and have not encountered any convergence difficulties. In ? 3 we state asymptotic properties of 0 and provide variance estimates.
We conclude this section with two additional remarks. First, there are sometimes administrative records, perhaps in aggregate form, which give (zj, zi) values in a population. For example, with human populations there may be records of birth dates and sex of individuals; for manufactured products under warranty there may be aggregate, e.g. monthly, sales data. In these situations a supplementary sample may be drawn directly from the records. Secondly, the population size M may be known only approximately, even though one may be able to select random samples from it. Since M figures in (5) and (7), it is advisable to check the sensitivity of estimation results to the value assumed for M.
ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS AND VARIANCE ESTIMATES
In this section we state asymptotic results about estimates 0 obtained by setting (4) equal to zero. Then we consider the two types of supplementary sampling described in ? 2, which lead to the use of (5) and (7), respectively, for W(0) in (4). Asymptotic variance estimates for 0 are given for each case. Derivations of results are outlined in Appendix 1.
We define A(0) = W(0) -W(0), and let 00 be the true value of 0. THEOREM 1. Under conditions stated in Appendix 1, for M -s o0, 0 is a strongly consistent estimator of 00, and IM(0 -00) converges in distribution to a multivariate normal random variable with mean zero and covariance matrix
where
It is shown in Appendix 2 that, with Wf (0) and Ws(o) based on (5) and (7), the resulting estimator 0 satisfies the conditions for Theorem 1. Estimates for the three matrices in (9) are given below for each case. 8PS0;-
M 80
Supplementary random sample from O. Let es (0)= vi(0)/ns, where the sum is over i E9 gs. In this case H(0O) = 0, (10) with Ws(0) replacing Wff(0) consistently estimates Z(00), and K(0O) is estimated by Ksl:= (f-1) nS
Supplementary random sample independent of J. Define ui(0) = a log {f(ti I 0; zi, zi)/F(ui 0; zi, zi)}/80.
Then (10) with 1T(0) replacing rif(0)) consistently estimates S(O0), and H(00) and K (00) are estimated by 1) n 1
ni c s
Note that (0O0)-' is the asymptotic covariance matrix for Oc, the maximum likelihood estimator that is obtained by maximising (3) 
SIMULATIONS
To study the behaviour of the proposed methods, we performed some simulations based on the Weibull proportional hazards model, a widely-used parametric lifetime regression model. We took censoring times and lifetimes to be independent and varied their distributions to give heavy to moderate truncation (m/M = 0 05 to 0 25). For the present illustration, parameter values and censoring were chosen to be realistic for warranty and field reliability applications like one discussed in ? 5.
We chose M = 4000, and generated lifetimes ti (i = 1,... , M) from the probability density function f (t I -ri, zi) = 6t1-1 1efo + 'zi exp (-t"e#0+ txi)~
where the zi's were independent and took on values 0 and 1 each with probability 0 5. A random sample yi (i = 1, ... , M) from N(Y0, v2) with fO = 300 0 and a = 80 0 was then drawn, and truncation times Ti obtained by ri = min(yi, Y0). The set {(ti, ri, zi): ti <i is taken as the observed, truncated, data. The size of this set is denoted by m. In addition, supplementary data of the three types were simulated as follows.
Case 1. We randomly selected items with probability pf from the M -m items with ti> >ui. The (ri, zj)'s for the selected items play the role of a follow-up sample. We considered pf = 0&05, 0 10 and 0 20. Case 2. A survey sample was chosen by selecting ns pairs of (4T, Z4) randomly from {(Ti, zi), i = 1, ... , M}. We determined ns as Mps with pS being 0&05, 0 10 and 0 20. Case 3. Values 4T and z4 (j= 1, ... . ns) were generated in the same way as {(-r, zi), i = 1,... , M}. The set {(t, z7):] = 1,... , ns} was taken as a survey sample independent of the M items.
We investigated various situations: in each of them, the observed data were supplemented by one of the three types of additional information described above. For each of the cases, the estimating function (4) was used to estimate the parameters, and to compute estimates of the asymptotic covariance matrices for IM(10 -flo, fh-fhl, 3 -as discussed in ? 3. In our simulations we also investigated maximum likelihood estimation based on the likelihoods LT, from (2), and LC, from (3). The likelihood LT, based solely on the truncated data, is relatively uninformative about the parameters, in many cases giving standard deviations an order of magnitude larger than the other methods, which utilise supplementary information. This agrees with results of Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1988a) in a simpler setting. Since LC represents the 'full information' situation, comparison with it indicates how far (4) with supplementary data goes toward restoring the missing information due to truncation. To conserve space we do not present the simulation results for LT but give those for LC, and we show results only for pf, ps = 0&05 and 0 20.
We give results for three models, of the form (16) with (hoS, fl, 6) = (-86, 10, 10), (-15 8, 10, 2 5), (-17 6, 10, 2 5). These give approximate proportions m/M = 0410, 0 25, 0 05, respectively. In the tables we use PSf, PS., and PSS2 to indicate the results obtained by applying the methods based on (4) with a follow-up sample, a random sample from 9, and an independent random sample, respectively. The results shown in the tables are all based on 100 repetitions of the simulation.
The sample means of the parameter estimates obtained by different methods are shown in Table 1 estimators have small bias relative to the standard deviations. Table 1(b) shows that using even a 5% supplementary sample, pf or ps = 0-05, gives informative inferences. Once the supplementary sample fraction rises to 20%, the estimates for fBo and 6 based on (4) are very nearly as efficient as those based on Lc. The estimates of the regression coefficient I,A have standard deviations about 25% higher than those from Lc when m/M is smaller, for Cases 1 and 3, and about 80-90% higher when mIM is larger, for Case 2. Table l(b) also shows that increasing the size of the supplementary sample makes a bigger difference for estimation of the regression coefficient ft1 than for the parameters fto and 6 in (16).
These results are in general agreement with simulation results of Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1988a) . Tables 2 and 3 address the adequacy of variance estimation and the asymptotic normal approximations of ? 3, which one would use to get confidence intervals or tests for parameters. We give in Table 2 the sample variances of the parameter estimates, and the sample means of the variance estimates from the 100 repetitions obtained for each of the cases on which Table 1 is based. To conserve space only results for pf and ps = 0 10 are given. The sample variances are relatively close to the corresponding sample means of the variance estimates. In Table 3 , for the same cases we present the frequencies with which the approximate pivotals X0 = (au-,f3)/c%, X1 = (aB1-,ft)/61, X2 = ( a-)/82 are less than or equal to the standard normal distribution 5, 25, 50, 75 and 95th percentiles. Given the small number of samples (100) for each case, the frequencies are reasonably close to the nominal values 5, 25, 50, 75 and 95. In addition, Q-Q plots of the 100 standardised statistics for each case show the X's to be approximately normal. These results suggest that the asymptotic approximations are, for the cases considered, sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.
AN EXAMPLE
We consider some automobile warranty data which give the times and mileages at first and subsequent failures in a particular system on the car. Warranty coverage on each car extended for 12 000 miles or for one year from the date of sale, whichever occurred first. We will examine the distribution of time to first failure. The data are from M = 8394 cars manufactured in one plant during a two month period. Warranty claims were recorded Case 3 q(5) q (25) q(50) q(75) Case 1, (fOl,fj,6)=(-8-6, 10, 10); Case 2, (Ol,f1,#j6)=(-15 8, 10,2-5); Case 3, (fOl,f1,6)= (-17 6, 10, 2-5).
Po= (oflo)/, Xl = (1-P11)/5, X2 = (-)/A2, where a -varl2.
over the calendar period (0, D], where 0 is by convention the day the first of the cars was sold and D = 547 days. There were m = 823 cars which experienced a failure, i.e. warranty claim, during the observation period. Let ti represent the time of the first failure from car i, where 'time' can be either age, i.e. years since the car was sold, or mileage of the car. We know ti if the failure occurs under warranty; otherwise all we know is the date of sale of the car and that there was no claim from it. In the following, we consider the situation where time is age, measured in years. The case where time is mileage could be similarly discussed. It is likely that failure time depends on the rate at which mileage accumulates on a car. To investigate this and to deal with censoring times that are affected by mileage, we assume that the mileage of car i at age a is wi(a) = uia, where ui is the mileage accumulation rate in miles per year. This is an approximation since mileage does not accumulate exactly linearly, but has been found accurate enough for practical purposes. If car i experiences a first warranty claim at age a1 and mileage w1 then t1 = a1 and we assume that u, = wi/ai. Then Ti, the censoring time for car i, can be obtained as min{(D -di)/365, AO, W0/ui}, where di is the day car i was sold, and Ao and W0 are the age and mileage limits of the warranty plan, here one year and 12 000 miles, respectively. If car i does not experience a claim then all we know is that ti> zi; we do not know either ui or Ti. Diagnostics discussed below suggest it is suitable to suppose ti (i = 1, . . . , M) are independent with a Weibull distribution. To study the effect of mileage accumulation rate, we take ui as a covariate, and adopt the Weibull proportional hazard regression model f(tiui; fho, ih, 1) = t(-lePo+f1ui exp (i = 1,... ,M).
It is reasonable to assume that ti and -i are independent, given ui. The units of t and u in the discussion below are years and thousands of miles per year, respectively. The truncated data likelihood LT given by (2) can be used to estimate the parameters; this utilises only the failure and truncation times (ti, Ti) for the m cars experiencing a failure. Table 4 shows parameter estimates and standard errors based on LT. It is noted that the estimate of f3, based on LT is negative, implying that as the mileage accumulation rate increases the hazard function decreases. This result contradicts common sense, and is discussed further below. Fortunately, there is also some supplementary information about the population of cars. A customer survey sample of 607 cars of the same type and approximate geographical location as those in the warranty data base was taken, and among the information was the mileage accumulated at one year for each car. We used these data to construct an estimate of G (-u, u) , the distribution of truncation time and mileage accumulation rate, as follows. The survey sample provided 607 mileage rates Uk (k = 1,... , 607), which we used to estimate the marginal distribution of U:
Gu(u) = Z I(Uk < u)/607. We then took a random sample of size 607 from the sales dates di of the M = 8394 cars in the population and estimated the distribution of yi = min {(D -di)/365, 1} by Gy(y) = L I(yk y)/607. Sales date and mileage accumulation rate can reasonably be assumed independent, so we then estimated G(-c, u) as_G(,, u), exp(f3o + fI Uk)/607, with Sk = min (Yk, WO/k ) We employed estimating function (4), treating {(yk, Uk): k = 1,... , 607} as a survey sample independent of the M = 8394 cars giving the failure data. The dependence between the warranty data and the estimates G(T, u) and W(ho , /hl 5) is slight, and standard errors for the estimates should be a reasonable reflection of precision. Table 4 shows the parameter estimates and standard errors. The estimates of /ho and f,B disagree markedly with the estimates provided by the truncated data alone (LT) . An examination of the estimates and the likelihood LT indicates the source of the disagreement, and shows the implausibility of the truncated data estimates, as follows.
The estimate F(t I u) = exp ((-eo+lut) based on PS{O; Wf(0)} gives for t = 1 and u = 12 the probability 0 891 of no failure. This is in broad agreement with the warranty data, which gave 823 failures under warranty out of 8394 cars for which the average mileage accumulation rate is around 14 000 miles per year. For the estimate based on LT the values t = 1 and u = 12 give essentially the same probability, 0 889. However, as noted above, the negative estimate of f, gives the unreasonable result that failure probabilities decrease as u increases. For the cars in this population most of the mileage accumulation rates are in the range 6-24. Figure 1 shows the estimates of the conditional cumulative distribution functions F(t I u)/F( I u) based on the estimates from LT and PS{O; W(0)}, for u = 6, 12, 24; it is seen that the graphs in each plot are close. Goodness-of-fit diagnostics based on approximately uniform (0, 1) residuals F(t, I ui)/PF(u I ui) indicate that the Weibull model is reasonable, and the two estimates of F(t I u)/F( I u) are in good agreement with the observed warranty data. On the other hand, estimates of the unconditional distributions F(t u) based on PS{O; W1(0)} are very different from those based on LT, except for accumulation rates around u = 12. Figure 2 shows the estimates and approximate 95% pointwise confidence intervals of F (t I u) for 0 < t < 10 for u = 6, 12, 24 based on LT and PS{O; W1(0)}. Note that for Fig. 2 (b) the upper confidence limit based on PS{O; W(0)} is hard to distinguish from the estimate based on LT. Whereas the estimates from PS{0; W(0)} are plausible, those from LT are not.
Further insight may be gained by considering the parameter f/ =wo + 12fl1; the estimate of f from LT is very close to that from PS{O: W(0)}, relative to their standard errors. The estimates of 6 are also similar, with the result that unconditional estimates of the distribution function near u = 12 are similar, as well as the conditional estimates shown in Estimates of the cumulative failure distribution, for usage rates of 6000, 12 000 and 24 000 miles/year.
In the current situation the car manufacturer would like to estimate failure probabilities beyond one year, and we have shown such estimates in Fig. 2 . The procedure based on PS{O; W(0)} gives plausible estimates, but the warranty data do not of course allow us to check the adequacy of the Weibull model beyond one year. For that we must consult other sources of information. The estimates in Fig. 2 must consequently be considered tentative for ages beyond one year.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The methods in the paper may be extended to deal with more complex supplementary sampling schemes and with situations where censoring times, but not covariates, are known for non-responding individuals. The approach in ?? 2 and 3 may also be used with estimating functions which are not based on a likelihood. It is also possible to construct alternative estimating functions and, in some cases, semiparametric likelihoods. For example, the methods presented in ? 2 do not require direct estimation of G(T, z); other methods use the supplementary data to estimate G and hence to estimate pr(T7 > 97j) for i E 92. Hu and Lawless discuss a variety of approaches in an unpublished technical report. Some approaches, see also Carroll & Wand (1991) , Pepe & Fleming (1991) and Pepe (1992) , may be characterised in terms of an estimation problem where U(Y; 0, G) is an unbiased estimating function for 0 based on observed data Y and an unknown distribution function G which is a nuisance parameter. The approach taken is to estimate G empirically by utilising supplementary information additional to Y Another type of approach is to use supplementary data to estimate the 'incomplete' part of a complete data log-likelihood or score, such as Sc(6) in this paper; see also Kalbfleisch & Lawless (1988a, b) , Wild (1991) and Reilly & Pepe (1995) . Specific instances of these approaches require study in order to deal with regularity conditions for asymptotics, small sample behaviour of estimators, details regarding the supplementary observation and so on. Some general treatment is possible, and will be discussed elsewhere.
The simulations and example in this paper dealt with situations where neither the expected number of failures nor the supplementary sampling fraction is too small. The variance estimates and approximate pivotals on which tests are based perform well here, but in applications where either is small it would be wise to carry out a small simulation study. Finally, for the methods in this paper to be effective the supplementary sample must be representative of the population of individuals generating the response times and censoring times. In the case of a follow-up sample selected from nonresponding individuals in the population this condition is satisfied, but for applications like that in ? 5 caution is called for. almost surely, when 11 0-00 11 is small enough, where J is a matrix of ones with the same dimensions as H(t, z, z). Now let e > 0 be given, such that 01 = 00-1, and 02 = 00 + 81 lie in A, (A2) we know that H(00) = 0, and K(00) = (l/ps -1) var {V(00)}, which leads to the consistent estimator Ksl from (12).
Supplementary random sample independent of -OP. We know that As2(0)= 5 E Vj(o)+ E Vi(0), p jeI1S E so condition (v) holds provided ps > 0. Based on K(00) = (l/ps + 1) var {V(00)}, H(00) =-cov {lU(0O), V(0)}-var{V(00)}, where 6 is the indicator of -OP* and U(O) = 0 log {f(TI 0; g-, Z)/F(-I 0; , Z)}/O0, we obtain the consistent estimators KS2 from (13), and HS2 from (15).
